
 

 

Ghost eBook Writers to Offer Kindle Formatting 
Capabilities for All eBooks 

Provider of Premium Quality eBooks Expands Its Services to Present 3rd Party Conversion Services for a 

Multitude of eBook Formats 

The company that offers ghost writing services to the American market, recently announced an 

expansion of its services by adding 3rd party eBook conversion services to their repertoire. The eBook 

professionals GhostebookWriters.com is widely regarded as industry experts for creating eBooks about 

a variety of topics. In addition to eBook content creation, the company also provides services for 

designing, proofreading, editing, publishing as well as effective distribution of eBooks via appropriate 

channels. 

Speaking about the important of various eBook formats for the modern eBook writer, the spokesperson 

for the company said that, “our clients come to us for all their eBook needs because of our reputation 

for error-free, timely work. However we realized that the format of al eBook also plays an important 

role in its success. Amazon Kindle eBooks have already proved to be a runaway success as they are not 

only viable income creators but also good lead generators for our clients! ” 

GhosteBookWriters.com successfully helps its clients translate their ideas into a credible eBook that not 

only establishes them as experts in their fields while also giving them the right words that empower 

their businesses and bring positive change in their lives. 

It is interesting to note that the number of Americans reading eBooks is steadily on the rise. In fact, 1 in 

every 4 Americans now owns an eReader of some kind, while many others rely on their tablets and 

smart phones to browse through a selection of eBooks. This makes eBooks an established platform for 

writers to establish their niche in a subject area and also fortify their marketing efforts online. 

GhosteBookWriters.com not only helps in the creation and formatting of eBooks, but for a nominal fee, 

they can also ensure that an eBook is Amazon Marketplace ready. This service includes setting up, 

integration and publication of an eBook straight to readers who buy and read their books via Amazon or 

Kindle. 

As a Third Party eBook Conversion services provider, GhostEBookWriters.com can successfully convert a 

variety of file formats to some of the most famous eBook formats. In addition to the much hyped about 

.MOBI/.PRC Amazon Kindle Format, they have the capabilities to deliver eBooks in EPUB (also known as 

IDPF or OEB), PDF and Word (.DOC, .DOCX) formats. Also available on demand are eBook metadata in 

ONIX format, especially for use with Kindle eBooks. 

About Ghost eBook Writers 

The website provides all eBook related services at an affordable price. Their considerable command over 

eBooks is further strengthened by the fact that the company has to-date produced more than 300 



 

 

eBooks, many of which can be found at the Amazon marketplace. Their clients have provided them 

stellar reviews for their exemplary reliability and the ability to honor deadlines with high efficiency no 

matter how tough the project is. Ghost eBook Writers also offer complimentary cover design for all their 

eBooks. 


